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Elite Blinds & Curtains Inspiration...

We spend most of our time in the living spaces within our homes.
We require our own sense of style whilst accommodating the lifestyles 
of our family. Window dressings distinguish a home by adding colours, 
texture and personality.

Elite Blinds & Curtains can help you put the finishing touches to a newly 
decorated room, or simply help to revive an existing one. Check out our 
range of window treatments for interior design inspiration.
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Sleek and modern...

Venetian blinds offer privacy and sun screening with an element of 
security by simply altering the angle of the slat. From the traditional 
50mm and 35mm ranges to the chic, colour matched 25mm, the 
Venetian blind can satisfy the demands of any home. There is a diverse 
palette of striking and contemporary shades. From the minimalist gloss 
white and ivory shades stretching to the best selling wood effect 
aluminium slat in a selection of realistic wood colours, to the eye 
catching urban look in shimmer and metallic finish. We cater for every 
taste. The versatility of Venetian blinds is recognised in their use as 
room dividers and other speciality installations such as sloping ‘Velux’ 
type windows or within office partitioning. 

ALUMINIUM VENETIANS

Vast colour range available
ELITE ADVICE...

If privacy is a priority, 
aluminium venetians 
allow plenty of light in, 
but keep prying eyes 
out.

Designer styles available
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Distinctive natural beauty...

The solid wood Venetian is a magnificent blind exploiting the natural 
feel and appearance of the wood to add a sumptuous feel to any room.
Our solid wood Venetians are available in both traditional and 
contemporary colours to complement any interior decor schemes and 
furnishings. The slat is selected from companies that manage their 
forests efficiently to guarantee a sustainable natural resource. 
These Venetians are available in 50mm slat with matching cords or 
complementary tapes; which introduce elegance to the blind.
The wooden Venetian brings an air of luxury and distinction into any 
home. Elite Blinds only manufacture a real wood product. 

This wood has been specifically selected due to its resistance to 
fading in direct sunlight, showing little change over the years and 
resistance to warping. The wood used is also lighter in weight, making 
it advantageous in the manufacture of a manageable wooden Venetian.

WOODEN VENETIANS

ELITE ADVICE...

Want to create a classic look with privacy? 
Wood is light and natural with adjustable 
slats for privacy.

Retro multi-tone

Authentic contemporary deep grain look

Timeless Glamour

Choice of cords or stylish tapes
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Stylish and practical...

Vertical blinds are probably the most versatile solution to sun shading 
problems whilst maintaining privacy. Verticals may be tilted through 
180 degrees allowing an optional panoramic view. The vertical fabric 
range includes an indefinite range of colours, tones, textures and 
complementary weaves all of which will complement any decor. Many 
of the fabrics are available in both Verticals and Rollers, if you prefer 
uniformity throughout your home. Vertical fabrics are also available in 
dim-out and black-out fabrics allowing you to control the percentage of 
light entering a room. Moisture resistant fabrics are ideal for kitchens 
and bathrooms whilst the ultra-fresh treated fabrics are anti-bacterial, 
inhibit growth of mould and also have been proven to kill germs such as 
MRSA.

Machine washable and easy wipe PVC materials are also available to 
allow blinds to remain clean and fresh for many years. Many of the 
Vertical fabrics are also flame retardant.

VERTICAL BLINDS

ELITE ADVICE...

Large window area to cover? Verticals are 
the most cost effective method of covering 
large areas; patio and bi-fold doors.

PVC easiwipe moisture proof fabrics for bathrooms  
and kitchens

Anti-solar control dim-out fabrics are ideal for TV and 
computer rooms

Blackout fabrics

Stylish designs
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Designer functionality...

Pleated blinds are by far the ultimate in style and versatility. They can 
be manufactured in a variety of shapes making them the most suitable 
blind option for conservatories where they are catered for skylight 
panels and side windows. Their elegant soft approach to window 
covering combines the stylish lines of curtains with the simplicity of a 
blind. Our collection of traditional and modern prints combine perfectly 
with an extensive choice of plains and colours and are also designed to 
help control heat and glare. The SPC (solar protective coating) and SPF 
(solar pearlised finish) fabrics are treated allowing advanced solar and 
optical properties that reflect and filter light to reduce the 
build-up of heat. 

Elite Blinds are renowned experts in the manufacture and installation 
of conservatory roof blinds. 

PLEATED BLINDS

ELITE ADVICE...

Pleated blinds are ideal blackout bedroom blinds. Cosy 
your bedroom with a blackout hive pleated blind which 
witholds heat and is sound absorbent.

Bold is Beautiful

Rich and Luxurious

Desirable Designs

Hive fabrics are available in plain, blackout,  
fire retardant and luxury designs.
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Comprehensive versatility...

Roller blinds continue to offer perhaps the most practical style of 
window shadings. The shading is adjusted by simply rolling the blind up 
and down using the popular side action or spring mechanism. These 
blinds are suitable for almost anywhere in the home. Our collection 
combines the tones of contemporary weaves and textures with the 
exclusivity of traditional and designer prints. A comprehensive colour 
range...traditional whites and creams or emerging terracottas and 
yellows...there will be something for even the most discerning of 
tastes. All our blinds are manufactured to your unique specification, 
whether you choose a dim-out fabric for a south facing window, a black 
out blind for a bedroom or a moisture proof, water resistant fabric for 
a bathroom. To co-ordinate your interior design scheme you can add 
some individuality to your roller blind by adding that finishing touch 
with a decorative metal bottombar, a wood trim, chrome or brass 
eyelets, a contrasting material/border along the bottom with a choice of 
designer pulls and poles. Our roller blinds can be housed in a range of 
decorative fascias to accomplish that final designer look.

ROLLER BLINDS

LIVE, LOVE COLOUR

ELITE ADVICE...

Want to inject colour 
into a room? A roller 
blind will allow you to 
introduce a pattern 
and colour.

65 plain colours in our light filtering range

42 plain blackout colours to choose from

Children’s blackout fabrics

Spoilt for choice with a range of patterns
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Exquisite luxury...

The sophisticated Roman Blinds are a popular blind in bringing a 
feeling of warmth and taste to any room in a range of luxurious fabrics 
and subtle textures. Their elegant yet softer approach to window 
coverings combines the stylish lines of curtains with the simplicity 
of a blind. Our collection of traditional and modern prints combines 
perfectly with an extensive choice of plains, all in colours to complete 
the ambience of your home.

There is a choice of control chain colours, standard, black-out linings 
and interlining with the option of decorative trims to give your blind that 
personal touch. 

ROMAN BLINDS

ELITE ADVICE...

A roman installed over the face of a 
window dresses it whilst providing 
insulation when pulled.

Velvets are on trend creating a feeling of grandeur

Rich deep neutrals conjure a welcoming atmosphere

Trellis and geometric fabrics make an impact

Our luxury tartan range creates a heritage  
inspired interior
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Roller, pleated and venetian blinds 
for double glazed windows and  
conservatories...

Louvolite Perfect Fit® is a totally unique product that allows a 
variety of blind types to be fitted to double glazed windows, doors 
and conservatories without the need to drill or screw into frames or 
surrounding plaster work. With Perfect Fit™ the frames are made to fit 
the windows/doors and the blinds are made to fit the frames and they 
all fit perfectly.

Blinds using Perfect Fit™ are able to operate with the window allowing 
the ideal combination of shade and ventilation regardless of the window 
type.

Perfect Fit™ blinds are particularly suitable for use with conservatory 
or atrium installations where multiple glazing units are used in tandem 
with each other. 

Perfect Fit™ blinds can be manufactured to fit even those awkward 
shapes found in conservatory roofs - and all of this without any need for 
drilling or screwing into your structure or plaster work.
Perfect Fit™ blinds come in a variety of frame colours to complement 
all types and makes of double glazed systems perfectly.

PERFECT FIT VENETIAN BLINDS

For the ultimate finish, why not choose 
the Perfect Fit Venetian.  
Perfect Fit are suitable for tilt and turn 
style and skylight windows. 

PERFECT FIT PLEATED BLINDS

This revolutionary blind not only fulfils 
the role of a typical window blind, in 
controlling sunlight, enhancing privacy, 
improving insulation, providing a stylish 
appearance. It requires no drilling 
to install it; it is easily removed for 
cleaning, whilst remaining flush with 
the window providing no clutter to the 
window sill. The new energy saving hive 
duette double layered cellular fabric 
holds a layer of air which acts as an 
insulator, improving climate control and 
helping to reduce energy bills.

PERFECT FIT ROLLER BLINDS

The Perfect Fit roller blind is fast becoming one of our most sought 
after products. The advantages are vast. The blind fulfils the role of 
a typical window blind, in controlling sunlight, enhancing privacy, 
improving insulation and providing a stylish appearance. It’s frame fits 
perfectly onto most UPVC windows via brackets without the need to 
drill. Any of the roller blind fabrics may be fitted within the perfect fit 
frame with the only limitation being the roller length.

PERFECT FIT

ELITE ADVICE... Perfect Fit blinds are the ultimate solution  
for child safety.
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Our speciality...

The addition of a conservatory to your home not only adds value to 
your home but creates a unique secondary living space. Custom made 
bespoke window blinds for the conservatory roof and sides are the 
ultimate fashion statement in providing a cool area in the summer 
whilst protecting furniture and providing insulation in the winter. 
Research has shown that it is the roof of a conservatory where most 
heat builds up and glare occurs and also where most heat escapes 
during the winter months.

Elite Blinds have over 25 years manufacturing and installation 
experience of conservatory roof blinds. Pleated conservatory roof blinds 
provide a unique high performance blind covering. They are perfect for 
varied and often unusual roof shapes. The high performance fabrics 
are available in a range of shades and textures whilst having in-built 
properties to help reduce heat gain in the summer and retain warmth 
in the winter. Energy saving hive double layered pleated blinds are an 
excellent addition to any room setting to increase insulation.

We offer a consultation service with an experienced sales fitter in the 
Northern Ireland area who will measure the conservatory, offer advice, 
show you our vast range of fabrics and provide prices. Our blinds are 
available with a full aftercare service as we manufacture.

CONSERVATORY ROOF BLINDS

Hive double layered  
energy saving elegance

Anti-solar control fabrics 
to reduce heat gain in 
summer and retain heat in 
winter

ELITE ADVICE...

Pleated blinds provide 
enhanced insulation as 
they have in-built  
properties to combat 
energy loss.
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Velux, Rooflite, Keylite, Fakro  
and Roto...

We supply and manufacture a wide range of skylight blinds for Velux, 
Rooflite, Keylite, Fakro and Roto windows. Our selection of specially 
designed fabrics not only provide a variety of light filtering and blackout 
options but also plain or patterned designs with the availability of 
a selection of moisture proof fabrics. Our fabric range will not only 
complement any home decor but will also help to reduce the energy 
loss or solar gain entering your home through your skylight window. 
Energy balance management provides a more pleasant environment 
within your home.

SKYLIGHT BLINDS

RoofliteVelux Venetian RotoVelux Duo blackout KeyliteVelux Pleated FakroVelux Roller

Velux Manual blind Velux Solar powered blind Elite Skylight pleated blind
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Simply striking...

The vision double roller blind is a striking window blind which allows 
you to control the light while maintaining the view. The innovative 
window blind features 2 layers of translucent and opaque horizontal 
striped fabric. The double layered fabric moves over each other 
allowing the stripes to create an open and closed effect, offering 
light control. This blind not only looks great but it is practical too. It 
enables you to soften the daylight and reduce sun glare. This blind is 
the same operation of any standard roller blind, pulling up and down 
with the chain. A slight adjustment of the roller chain will move the 
opaque and translucent woven stripes either into the closed position 
(privacy) or open position (allowing view). The vision double roller blind 
is manufactured with an attractive cassette in which the fabric can be 
rolled fully up into.The fabric range features plains, metallic finishes, 
sheer fabrics, woven fabrics, self patterned fabrics and a blackout 
range.

VISION (DAY & NIGHT) BLINDS

Impressive plain range

Beautiful Metallics

Natural Woven Wood 
Effects

ELITE ADVICE...

Want a roller blind  
with the option of  
controlling privacy?  
The Vision blind does 
just that!

Gorgeous range of fabrics  
designed to enhance your home
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Flexible contemporary style...

Plantation shutters are a versatile window covering which can instantly 
transform a room and control the light. They create a contemporary, 
sleek look adding functional style. Each shutter panel has louvers 
which can be independently adjusted to temper the light. 

The panels can be divided into sections allowing natural light to filter 
into the room whilst providing privacy. Shutters decrease noise level 
due to their additional structure adding to the glazing whilst also 
keeping an area cool during the summer and retaining heat during the 
winter. 

They are one of a couple of window coverings that lend themselves to 
awkward window shapes. No matter how curved or angled a window is, 
a plantation shutter can provide a solution. 

The plantation shutters are available in a range of styles; full height, 
tier on tier, bay windows, cafe style, arched, circular, triangular to 
name a few. Our shutters are available with a 3 year guarantee.

PLANTATION SHUTTERS

ELITE ADVICE...

Do you have an awkward shaped window? 
A plantation shutter not only provides a 
solution but makes for a stunning feature.
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Soft furnishings opulence...

Curtains offer the most influence in the interior design of your home. 
Not only do they provide a window covering feature but they provide 
a sumptuous warm environment; setting a mood and a sense of 
distinction into any room. Curtains are much more than a practical 
solution to providing privacy and screening of the sun. We have a vast 
range of fabrics, curtain styles and headings to choose from, with all 
our curtains being handmade locally to the highest standard. Every 
project is bespoke to each client. Add a matching or contrasting fabric 
cushion, throw, lamp shade or table runner; we cater for all your home 
decor needs. The curtain decision making process can be daunting, 
however we have many trained and well established sales staff who can 
help you achieve your vision.

CURTAINS, POLES AND TRACKS

Goblet EyeletPencil pleatPinch pleat

Metal 
Poles

Tracks Bay 
Pole

Wooden 
Pole

ELITE ADVICE...

Layer curtains with a 
roman blind on any  
window for a stylish 
look that keeps in  
heat!

Choose from a wide range of curtain poles and tracks; all 
made to measure and installed to meet your requirements
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Moisture resistant wood venetians...

We supply and install a range of faux PVC wooden venetians. 

They are made from composite material, making them especially 
perfect for use in kitchens and bathrooms, as they are moisture 
resistant, easy to wipe clean and flame retardant.

FAUX PVC WOODEN VENETIANS

Range of shades available

ELITE ADVICE...

The faux wood  
venetians are  
economical and  
practical with all the 
benefits of moisture 
resistant PVC.
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Silhouette style elegance...

Our newest window covering addition to the family.

The triple shade is composed of 2 soft layers of fabric connected by 
horizontal sheer vanes. This blind is a softer version of the day and 
night blind which gently filters light whilst allowing control of privacy 
and UV glare as it is raised up and down.

The triple shade is manufactured with a choice of pelmet colour and 
chain colour to match.

The triple shade is truly a very imaginative and luxurious addition to our 
collection.

TRIPLE SHADE BLINDS
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The future of window coverings...

Remote-controlled blinds are growing in popularity. In fact, we believe 
automated blinds will be the norm in UK households within the next 
couple of years, with the simplicity of a standard household staple 
being transformed into an automated device. With so many benefits to 
automating your window blinds, including advanced technology, extra 
child safety as well as overall style and sophistication it’s not difficult to 
see why sales are soaring. 

Elite Blinds & Curtains work with Somfy®, to provide automation 
options for all types of interior blinds. WireFree™ (battery) or mains 
powered options offer different benefits and price points. You can also 
choose from a large selection of control options, including handsets, 
wall switches, timers or sensors. No matter what your preferred 
solution may be, Somfy® guarantees ease of use, reliability and quality.

MOTORISATION

Somfy handset Somfy hub

Comfort and  
privacy with the 
push of a button

Enhances child 
safety through  
eliminating the 
need for pull cords

Set your electric 
blinds to a preferred 
position using 
Somfy®’s unique 
‘my’ button

Compatible with 
leading Smart 
Home solutions

Motorised  
operation makes 
your blinds look 
better for longer

Automate your 
blinds to make  
your house look  
occupied, even if 
you’re away

The benefits of electric  
blinds powered by Somfy
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Bespoke blinds for shaped 
windows...

Elite Blinds & Curtains specialise in the supply and installation of 
bespoke blinds for shaped windows. We offer the options of shaped 
vertical and venetian blinds for the most unusual windows. These 
blinds enhance both shading and privacy without losing the essential 
design element. We offer aluminium and solid wood slat as shaped 
venetian blinds. The smallest arch possible is 15” / 382mm up to 
portholes of 2.6m, triangles, sloping tops or bottoms. Many of the 
shapes we measure are possible. 
 
For vertical blinds we can curve, shape and arch head rails using a 
range of quality designed head rail systems.
 
If you have a shaped window and are unsure of how to cover, send us  
an image and we can provide advice and a quote.

SHAPED BLINDS
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Elite Blinds & Curtains... Our Showroom is extensive
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Braniel Hall
208 Hillhall Road
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Tel: 028 90 826900
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